
Electron Microscopy Course.
1. Overview of 3D microscopy
2. Basis of image formation/What is an image?
3. How electrons interact with the specimen
4. Glaeser article, contrast. What can be expected from cryoTEM.
5. The TEM: How it works/How to work it/Computer control/Cryo-holder/.
6. Specimen preparation
7. Image recording/minimum dose/CCD/Film
8. Picking/Automation/Signal to noise ratio/
9. Classification/Correlation/Multi-reference Alignment
10. Starting model/Common Lines
11. Reconstruction algorithms/Use of symmetry/Helices
12. Model assessment/Fourier shell correlation
13. Rejection of data/Polymorphism
14. Correction of CTF
15. High resolution/FEG/Energy filter
16. Map display/Contour selection
17. Docking.
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Single Particle Practical
The structure of the E461K mutant of GroEL

You are supplied with a set of 7 images in mrc format. They were taken at a magnification of
30000 on a Jeol 2010HC electron microscope and scanned on a leafscan 45 at 2540 pixels per
inch. Subsequently pixels were averaged in 2x2 blocks and the final magnification is a
nominal 6.667 A per pixel (check this)

The goal is to produce a three dimensional structure of the E461K using SPIDER.
You will use some other programmes: Ximdisp - to select molecules in the images, WEB - to
view various aspects of the reconstruction and sortclas - to sort intermediate files during the
reconstruction process.



SPIDER is actually a collection of programmes which can be accessed within a shell . The
shell philosophy is handy because parameters can easily be transferred between programmes
inside the shell and it has a scripting language which has a syntax which is useful for
repetitive image processing tasks.

The programmes within SPIDER have two letter mnemonics which can either refer to simple
or complex tasks, thus CP copies (or converts) a file but AP (alignment programme) can do a
complete multireference alignment. To get to understand SPIDER you will need to refer to
the manual frequently. A local copy is at 
http://sbio.uct.ac.za/Sbio/programme/3DE/spider/index.html

The following is a summary of the steps:

1. Select projections of the molecules on the micrographs using Ximdisp
2. Cut the projections of the molecules out so that each one is roughly centered on a 64x64

square.
3. Filter the cutouts in Fourier space so that the high frequency noise  does not interfere

with the alignment. 
4. Arrange the cutouts in a consolidated file called a stack
5. Decide on a starting model. We will use a 3D reconstruction of wild-type GroEL. This

has C7 symmetry. It can be assumed that earlier studies have provided evidence that the
E461K also has C7 symmetry.

6. Make a number of 2D projections of the starting model (templates). This step requires
some thought and must relate to the reconstruction strategy. Please have a look at the
appendix to see how this was tackled in this case.

7. Run a multireference alignment - this step both aligns the image of the molecule to the
template in the plane of the projection and determines the angle of projection by deciding
which template best matches each image. (The sets of images matching a particular
template are called classes)

8. Rank the images within each class according their match to a particular template and
eliminate poorly matching images. This step enables automatic rejection of
misalignments.

9. Examine the classes. (Lots can go wrong and can usually be detected at this step)
10. Average the surviving images in each class.
11. Back project the averages to produce a three dimensional model.
12. Examine the model. Decide whether it has changed since the previous generation model.

If no changes are apparent then go to step 15.
13. Make 2D projections of the model.
14. Repeat steps 7 to 13.
15. Divide the experimental images into two equally sized subsets.
16. Run steps 7 to 11 on each of the subsets - producing two models based on different

images of the same molecule.
17. Compute the Fourier shell correlation between the two models. Plot the result and

determine the resolution of the reconstruction.

Note: All the graphics programmes run on the linux platform using X-windows. If you
are running them on a remote machine make sure you have an X-server running on
your local machine.

http://sbio.uct.ac.za/Sbio/programme/3DE/spider/index.html


Step 1. Selecting the molecules

Ximdisp is an ergonomic and self explanatory tool for doing this. It was written by Judith
Short and is part of the MRC suite of programmes. The disadvantage of using it is that it
operates on images in MRC format whereas SPIDER uses a different format. WEB - the
viewing tool within the SPIDER suite - can also accomplish the task but it is not as
ergonomic. You may nevertheless wish to try it.

If you are running Ximdisp from a Windows machine please use the WinAxe X-server rather
than Xcursion.

Naming conventions: Although SPIDER can have any file extension it is clumsy to have
many different extensions for files to be used within SPIDER. We use two different
extensions to differentiate script files and data files. Script files have the extension bts and
data files have the extension spi. 

To get going:
Change to the directory containing your images.
Type Ximdisp&.
Type the name of an image in the Ximdisp display window.
Check your terminal window to make sure that the image parameters make sense.
Press return three times to accept the defaults.
Clicking the left mouse button selects. Pressing and holding the middle mouse button lets you
drag around the image. Clicking the right mouse button produces a magnified image.
You may want to change the contrast: click Change colour table, Black/White, drag sliders,
follow instructions
When you are ready to start picking click on Output/measure co-ordinates
Circle with numbers
Co-ordinate output - Spider format
You will be asked for a file name - this will contain a list of all the particles you pick. You
should name it systematically - usually it is called co1234.spi if the image you are picking
from is mrc1234.spi (this makes it easy to write automatic procedures for putting together all
the cut-out images)

You can use the menu options to pick particles from many images.

Other things to try:
It is nice to look at the Fourier transform of the carbon.
Compute interactive FFT etc
Note that you have to Modify scale factors to see the transform (use 0 5000 or so)

Step 2: Cut out the particles

We do this using SPIDER operations. One minor inconvenience is having to change the
format of our images from mrc format to SPIDER format (but this is easily done with copy
from mrc, it is just slow).



Now you will see the usefulness of a scripting language. Typically we have a number of
images from which we have picked particles, and each image will have a unique number.

First we put those numbers into a file called files.spi, which looks like:

; List of files from which cutouts are to be extracted
  01 1  0253.
  02 1  0254.
  03 1  0255.
  04 1  0257.
  05 1  0265.
  06 1  0266.
  07 1  0267.
  08 1  0268.
  09 1  0269.
  10 1  0271.
  11 1  0273.
  12 1  0274.
  13 1  0275.
  14 1  0276.
  15 1  0277.
  16 1  0278.

This is a typical spider data file, the first number is the record number, the second the number
of data items, and the third (and subsequent) numbers are the data items.

The real action comes now, with the procedure cutmany.bts

First create a subdirectory called ./IMAGEDIR to contain all the cutouts.
Then type
spiderv9.05 bts/spi
@cutmany
en d

This is the cutmany.bts procedure.

md
tr on
;
x10=0

; get number of files
ud n,x88
files
do lb2 j=1,x88
ud ic,j,x83
files
; get number of particles to pick
ud n,x80,x81
co{****x83}
cp from mrc
; NOTE - IF you did not use your home directory modify next line!!!
mrc{****x83}
tempfile
n
; size of particle box = 64
x90 = 64
x91=x90/2
x91=x91+1.



x76=1
;
do lb1 i=1,x80
X10=x10+1
; here we read the co-ordinates of the point you clicked and 
; work out the co-ordinates of a window around it
ud ic,i,x31,x32
co{****x83}
x21=x31
x21=x21-x91
x22=x32
X22=x22-x91
; the wi command actually does the cutting
wi
tempfile
./IMAGEDIR/image{*****x10}
x90,x90
x21,x22
lb1
ud ice
co{****x83}
de
tempfile
lb2
ud ice
files
re

You can get the syntax from the SPIDER manual. Things of the form xNN are variables and
lbN are labels to terminate loops in this case.

Just to make sure it all happened type ls ./IMAGEDIR/
You can also cd ./IMAGEDIR and use web spi  to have a look at all your cutouts - use the
COMMANDS/montage function and choose the first one.

If there are images that have dust spots or hairs on them then their contrast will look funny.
You can choose to do two things with these images: fiddle with the du function in spider or
eliminate these images.

Steps 3&4. Filter the particle cut outs. Produce a stack

This is an important step - the idea is to filter out data of a larger size than the particle as well
as noise that is smaller than the features in the particle. Both types of noise will interfere with
the alignment. 

The idea is to make a Fourier transform of each image, filter it in Fourier space and
re-transform it into real space.

Obviously we need a procedure to do this  - an example of such a procedure is ffnm.bts
If you use it you will need to change the number of images to suit your needs.

; Filter Lowpass and High Pass
;msd=0,1
; Gaussian 20A on 6.67A pixel =0.333
x10=0
X11=1



; number of images !! Change this to suit your needs
x61=11661
x60 = 0
do lb1 i=1,x61
x60 = x11+x60
cp
./IMAGEDIR/image{*****x60}
_1
;filt
ft
_1
_2
ff
_2
_3
(2)
(0.02668)
ff
_3
_4
(3)
(0.333)
ft
_4
_5
fs x23,x24,x25,x26
_5
x10=0
x12=1
if (x26.eq.0) then 
x26=10
endif
x14=x5-x10
x13=x12/x26
ar 
_5
filtsk@{*****x60}
((P1-x14)*x13)
lb1
RE

There are three new bits of syntax in the above: _N refers to a temporary file in ram, (NN), a
number in brackets, is used for specifying constants and filtsk@{*****x60} refers to a
numbered image in a stack file where each number has five digits.
Correlate what is in the above with the manual for the ff programme 
http://sbio.uct.ac.za/Sbio/programme/3DE/spider/man/ff.html. Notice that there are ten
different filtering options - we apply  simple Gaussian low pass and high pass filters. WORK
OUT WHAT RESOLUTION VALUES WE ARE APPLYING TO THE FILTER!!! WHAT
DO YOU THINK THE PURPOSE OF APPLYING THE ar FUNCTION IS?

I guess you are curious about all the various filters? I have tried two. The basic idea is to
have a smoothly varying edge. Gaussian filters are the best in theory because the FT of a
Gaussian is a Gaussian. But in the case of the E461K convergence seemed to be helped by
applying the sharper cutoff of the Fermi filter.

http://sbio.uct.ac.za/Sbio/programme/3DE/spider/man/ff.html


ff
_3
_4
(5)
(0.278)
(.06)

You are welcome to experiment.

Step 5. Make the starting model.

I am saving you this problem for now and giving you a model of GroEL on the right scale.
An important question is: What are the options here? 

OPTION 1: Create a model from a classification of the images and application of the
common lines method. This is an easy to apply, powerful and theoretically very clever.
OPTION 2: Create a model by the application of the method of random conical tilts. This
requires another experiment. Gives good models and, importantly, gives the handedness. It
does assume a priori that all the particles are attached to the carbon film by the same face and
hence may not always be available.

OPTION 3: Use tomography. Experimentally complex but is likely to resolve a number of
issues from the beginning.

WHAT DO YOU NOT GET FROM OPTION 1 THAT YOU GET FROM OPTIONS 2 & 3?

The model of GroEL is in the file startmodel.spi - copy this to model010.spi

Step 6. Make the 2D projections of the starting model (templates)

In our case the regions of ice have been chosen so that the E461K molecules orientate
themselves with the seven fold axis approximately perpendicular to the viewing direction.
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We have argued that sufficient resolution will be achieved by using only projections
perpendicular to the seven fold axis. In the next step we are going to do a multireference
alignment to the templates we project in this step. We will assume that our picked particles
are close to the orientation we require and make only those projections.

The angles of projection are Euler angles. You can get the details of these from the SPIDER
manual. We will make 40 templates with projection angles given in angles40.spi

;amr/spi    7-MAR-96 AT 16:23:44   angles40.spi
   1 3   90.0       90.000     0.00000E+00
   2 3   90.0       90.000      3.2143    
   3 3   90.0       90.000      6.4286    
   4 3   90.0       90.000      9.6429    
   5 3   90.0       90.000      12.857    
   6 3   90.0       90.000      16.071    
   7 3   90.0       90.000      19.286    
   8 3   90.0       90.000      22.500    
   9 3   90.0       90.000      25.714    
  10 3   90.0       90.000      28.929    
  11 3   90.0       90.000      32.143    
  12 3   90.0       90.000      35.357    
  13 3   90.0       90.000      38.572    
  14 3   90.0       90.000      41.786    
  15 3   90.0       90.000      45.000    
  16 3   90.0       90.000      48.214    
  17 3   90.0       96.429     0.00000E+00
  18 3   90.0       96.429      3.2143    
  19 3   90.0       96.429      6.4286    
  20 3   90.0       96.429      9.6429    
  21 3   90.0       96.429      12.857    
  22 3   90.0       96.429      16.071    
  23 3   90.0       96.429      19.286    
  24 3   90.0       96.429      22.500    
  25 3   90.0       96.429      25.714    
  26 3   90.0       96.429      28.929    
  27 3   90.0       96.429      32.143    
  28 3   90.0       96.429      35.357    
  29 3   90.0       96.429      38.572    
  30 3   90.0       96.429      41.786    
  31 3   90.0       96.429      45.000    
  32 3   90.0       96.429      48.214    
  33 3   90.0      102.857       0.0
  34 3   90.0      102.857      6.4825  
  35 3   90.0      102.857      12.857
  36 3   90.0      102.857      19.2885  
  37 3   90.0      102.857      25.714
  38 3   90.0      102.857      32.1425
  39 3   90.0      102.857      38.571

  40 3   90.0      102.857      45.0

The actual projection can be done with the SPIDER script project.bts below. You will also
need to copy tnorm.bts, mask_s.spi, angles40.spi and sel040.spi. Note that we are starting at
iteration 10 (we previously named our starting model model010.spi)

;project
x11=1
rr X13
? Enter the iteration number ?
x12=x13-1
X14 = 40



cp
model{***x13}
mmodel
mu
mmodel
mask_s
*
pj 3q
mmodel
(22)
sel{****x14}
angles40
Template***
; look at the procedure tnorm.spi - it filters the projections
; you should decide whether the filters are appropriate.
@tnorm
template001
x11
x14
as
template***
x11-x14
a
templateave
templatevar
re

This routine first multiplies the model by a function that is a cylinder of value 1 which is
contained in file mask_s.spi. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS?

The projecting function is pj 3q - this function uses the euler angle input file to generate the
projections. Look at the manual for this function - WHAT DOES (22) DO? Note the syntax
for specifying constants.

The selection file is a fancy idea in SPIDER that lets you remap input data on the fly. All we
do here is map every template to itself.

The function @tnorm calls in tnorm.bts - this filters  the templates normalizes them  to have
zero mean and a standard deviation that we set. The filters should have values similar to
those that you used to filter your picked images.

Have a look at your templates using web.

Step 7: Run a multireference alignment

What we do here is set up a procedure around the SPIDER function AP NQ. Read the manual
on this. A full description is in Joyeux, L., and Penczek, P.A. (2002). Efficiency of 2D
alignment methods. Ultramicroscopy 92, 33 46. This is a solid read!

;align.bts
;
;Uses AP NQ to try to do the alignment and selection of matches
;
;
;md
;tr on
;some basic parameters
;a constant



x20=1
;a constant
x19=2
;a constant
x18=3
;a constant
x17=4
;the max possible no. of templates
x21=199
;a constant
x23=0
;
;calculate the number of templates
do lb1 z=x20,x21
iq fi x22
template{***z}
if (x22.NE.1) goto lb2
x23=x23+x20
lb2
lb1
fs 
template001
x15=x1
;
;THE FOLLOWING LINE DEFINES THE NUMBER OF IMAGES
x24=7008
x25=x1
;
;check that the input images and projections are the same size, or go to
the end
;
if (x15.NE.x25) goto lb99
;
;get an iteration number to name the last file
rr x88
?What iteration is this?
x89=x88*100;
;
;make selection files for AP NQ if they don t already exist
;
iq fi x22
sel{****x23}
;
if (x22.ne.1) then
do lb23 i=1,x23
sd x0,x0
sel{****x23}
lb23
sd e
sel{****x23}
endif
iq fi x22
sel{*****x24}
;
if (x22.NE.1) then
do lb24 i=1,x24
sd x0,x0
sel{*****x24}
lb24
sd e
sel{*****x24}
endif
;
;first ring



x27=5
;last ring
x26=16
;search range
x30=14
;note that for a 64 pixel image search range + last ring <=30 !!
;do the first alignment step
;
ap nq
template***
sel{****x23}
x30,1
x27,x26
filtsk@*****
sel{*****x24}
alignment_one
;
cp
alignment_one
alignment_sum{****x89}
de
alignment_one
re

Steps 8,9 and 10. Rank the images within each class and produce classes of aligned images
for inspection.

This step is done partly in fortran because I never found a fast way of sorting in SPIDER (I
did try!)

The programme sortclas.f90 (to run it type sortclas) takes the alignment_sum file and sorts it
so that the images are arranged by classes and then in descending order within each class.
This is trivial. The programme asks for the required input. It lets you choose a threshold
match score below which the images will not be stored with the classes in the next step. This
is useful in getting rid of images that match poorly or failed to align. It has one extra feature
which is not relevant yet - it can break the images into two sets - for now enter 1.

It produces two files as outputs which must be deleted before you run this step again-
sortbyclass.spi and histogram.txt. The first is just input for the next step of re-arranging the
images. Histogram.txt lets you see the distribution of classes. This is handy to know and you
should look at it.

The real action occurs in the next spider file which takes each image in order and
Transforms it so that it is in the same orientation and location as the template (RT SQ)
Stores each image in separate class files- class***.spi.
Averages each class - anclass****.spi

makeclasses.bts
;rotate and shift images according to the parameters from AP NQ alignment
;the input is the sorted file obtained from sortclas
;and is named sortbyclass.spi
;no images

rr X68
? number of classes ?
rr x69
? iteration number ?



rr x100
? number of templates ?

;alignment sum index
x89=x69*100

;get no images
ud n,x70
sortbyclass

;TRANSFORM IMAGES TO MATCH TEMPLATE

do lb33 x55=1,x70
ud ic,x55,x41,x42,x43,x44,x45,x46
alignment_sum1000
rt sq
./IMAGEDIR/filt_fermi{*****x55}
./IMAGEDIR/ser{*****x55}
X43
X44,X45
lb33
;@rtsq
ud ice
alignment_sum{****x89}

;SEPARATE IMAGES INTO CLASSES AND AVERAGE

;setting x51 to be index of first non-empty class
UD ic,1,x51
sortbyclass
ud ice
sortbyclass

x50=0
;x50 is index of image within current class of the following loop
;x55 has a new meaning in the following loop
x0=1

DO LB2 x10=1,x70
UD ic,X10,X20,X21,X22
sortbyclass
if (x20.eq.x51) then
x50=x50+1
cp
./IMAGEDIR/ser{*****x22}
./IMAGEDIR/temp{*****X50}
else
x55=x69*100+x51
if (x50.gt.1) then
as
./IMAGEDIR/temp*****
1-x50
a
aclass{****x55}
vclass{****x55}
sk
./IMAGEDIR/temp00001
./IMAGEDIR/temp{*****x50}
class{***x51}
else
cp
./IMAGEDIR/temp00001
class{***x51}
endif



x50=0
x51=x51+1
endif
LB2
;end of the last class

if (x51.eq.x68) then
x55=x69*100+x51
if (x50.gt.1) then
as
./IMAGEDIR/temp*****
1-x50
a
aclass{****x55}
vclass{****x55}
sk
./IMAGEDIR/temp00001
./IMAGEDIR/temp{*****x50}
class{***x51}
else
cp
./IMAGEDIR/temp00001
class{***x51}
endif
endif

de a
./IMAGEDIR/temp00001
de a
./IMAGEDIR/ser00001
ud ice
sortbyclass

x99=0
do lb6 x99=1,x68
x55=x69*100+x99
iq fi x22
aclass{****x55}
if (x22.eq.0) then
cp
template{***x99}
aclass{****x55}
endif
lb6

X22=100*x69+1
x23=100*x69+x68
sd 1,x22,x23
temp

@nnorm

de
temp 
re

YOU MUST LOOK AT YOUR CLASSES AND SEE THAT THEY ARE SENSIBLE. IF
THEY DO NOT MATCH OR ARE IMPROPERLY ALIGNED THEN YOU SHOULD
CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITY OF AN ERROR IN FILTERING OR AN ERROR IN THE
ALIGNMENT PARAMETERS: TRANSLATION SEARCH RANGE OR LAST RING.



You can examine your classes with web. Start with web spi, click on image, then choose the
class name - you will soon get the hang of it! Also look at the anclass**** files - use
montage in web.

The above SPIDER script is a bit(!) scruffy - it has been through the hands of several hackers
without being re-written, it needs quite a lot of TLC - any volunteers?

Step 11: Back project the class averages to make a 3D model

The projection templates were made according using the Euler angles in angles40.spi - The
averages can be back-projected according to this file too. We have faith that successive
cycles of multireference alignment and 3D reconstruction will converge on a stable model.
There are those who do not believe this however and we should discuss this.

Right now we make a 3D reconstruction by the iterative weighted back projection method of
Penczek, P., Rademacher, M., and Frank., J. (1992). Three-dimensional reconstruction of
single particles embedded in ice. Ultramicroscopy 40, 33-53. SPIDER offers a plethora of
methods for doing this  - including one invented by Mike Lawrence and me. If you have the
energy you can experiment - however the BP RP algorithm is stable and good and reasonably
fast and appropriate to the circumstances.

The procedure runbprp.bts does it all for you - look up what the inputs mean and check that
they are sensible! You will also need the file angsymz.spi.
rr x68
?enter iteration number?

BP RP
anclass***
sel0032
(30)
angles40
angsymz
model{***x68}
1.0e-4,0.0
500,0
0,0
0.5

re

The file angsymz.spi is below:
; amr/spi   29-Nov-95  AT 11:24:34   angsymz.spi                            
                                         
   1 3 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
   2 3  51.429     0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
   3 3  102.86     0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
   4 3  154.29     0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
   5 3  205.71     0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
   6 3  257.14     0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00
   7 3  308.57     0.00000E+00 0.00000E+00

WHAT IS THE RELEVANCE OF THE MULTIPLES OF 51.429?

Have a look at the 3D model using the COMMAND/Surface function in web. You can also
transfer the model to a PC and look at it using Dennis Burford s spider viewer.

Step 13: Project the model



More or less the same as step 6

Step 14: Repeat steps 7 to 13

In the process of refining our model we will repeat the steps many times. You will see that in
the steps above we entered an iteration number in each cycle. There are few other inputs per
cycle 

It is easy to set up the cycle as a bash script, let s call it refine:

spiderv9.05 << eof1
bts/spi
@align
$1
en d
eof1
rm sortbyclass.spi
rm histogram.txt
sortclas << eof1
$1
1
$3
$2
eof1
spiderv9.05 << eof1
bts/spi
@makeclasses
$3
$1
@runbprp
$1
@project
$1
en d
eof1
rm aclass*
rm vclass*

And then set up multiple cycles of refinement in another bash script, let s call it autorefine:

refine 11  2200 32
refine 12  2200 32
refine 13  2400 32
refine 14  2400 32
refine 15  2800 32
refine 16  2800 32
refine 17  3000 32
refine 18  3200 32
refine 19  3600 32

The parameters are the cycle number, the rejection threshold and the number of classes into
which to sort.

Once you have done several cycles you should start examining the evolution of your model
systematically. There are several considerations:
1. What contour level to choose?: One way is to choose the level that encloses the mass of

protein that you know is there. For GroEL this is 14*57kDa = 798kDa. To convert this to
a volume you need to know the density of protein - this varies within proteins and
between proteins. A consensus number is 0.73 Da/A3. Dennis Burford s spider vieweris a



handy tool which you can use to determine the volume enclosed by a surface at a
particular contour level.

2. How do you tell that a model is converging? You obviously need to make a movie.
Generate a consistent view of your models using web - use the spider CP TO TIFF
function - copy the series of tiff files to a directory on your PC - pick up the directory in
Adobe Imageready - have fun!

Step 15: Divide the experimental images into two equally sized subsets.

This is easily done with sortclas

Step 16: Run steps 7 to 11 on each of the subsets - producing two models based on different
images of the same molecule.

Step 17: Compute the Fourier shell correlation between the two models. Plot the result and
determine the resolution of the reconstruction.

Harauz, G., and van Heel, M. (1986).  Exact filters for general geometry three dimensional
reconstruction. Optik 73, 146-156 .


